SOLUTION BRIEF

// M
 ake Keys and Certificates Secure
Without Breaking Your DevOps Practices
Automate InfoSec’s machine identity protection into DevOps builds to deliver
policy-driven, yet effortless security
Who should read this: DevOps leaders who
want to easily leverage InfoSec’s machine
identity protection issuance and policies within
their own tools, practices and pipelines.

InfoSec also wants better visibility into machine-tomachine authentication and encryption processes
throughout the DevOps continuous integration and
continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipelines.
But to achieve this, InfoSec needs to provide their

DevOps is leading today’s digital transformation.
To be competitive, DevOps teams must continue to
improve and innovate, accelerating their production of
software updates. To deliver on this promise of digital
transformation, DevOps teams can’t afford to have
security slow them down.
A prime challenge to DevOps speed is the
procurement of digital certificates, which are critical to
security. Digital certificates serve as machine identities
that are essential to authentication and encryption of
the many virtual systems and containers created by
DevOps. Yet most organizations take days to issue a
certificate, relying on manual certificate issuance or
the patchworking of homegrown processes.
How can DevOps teams apply certificate provisioning
and management without bogging down development

DevOps peers with security that integrates with
DevOps tools and services they’re already using every
day. As Gartner matter-of-factly stated in a recent
report, “The majority of DevOps developers have
no knowledge of security.” 1 While this is a broad
generalization, it explains how DevOps practitioners
tend to focus on the more mainstream security issues
like code vulnerability and configuration weaknesses.

Automated Security, not Shortcuts
DevOps practitioners are trained and rewarded for
delivering software updates quickly and continuously.
When faced with security practices that slow them
down, such as the issuance of digital certificates, they
understandably look for shortcuts. While shortcuts
can help developers deliver software faster, they can
also increase business risks.

and delaying production?

Instead, certificate issuance should be part of DevOps

Certificate Issuance in DevOps

automated builds, seamlessly inserting certificate

InfoSec leaders are asking DevOps teams to “Shift

processes and workflow. When speed and security

Left” and protect their machine identities earlier in the

coexist in a DevOps environment, organizations can

DevOps process. This means creating tighter policies

bring products and services to market even faster.

procurement and life cycle management into DevOps

up front for the correct use of certificates and keys.
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Real-World Threats From Poor
Certificate Practices.
The following recent breaches and outages
have highlighted the need for sound machine
identity protection strategies to safeguard the
certificates and keys responsible for machineto-machine authentication and encryption:
• Equifax 2017: A prime factor in the scale,

As the authors say in The DevOps
Handbook: How to Create World-Class
Agility, Reliability, and Security in
Technology Organizations, “DevOps
may be one of the best ways to better
integrate information security into
the daily work of everyone in the
technology value stream.”
-

Kim, Gene, et al. The DevOps Handbook:
How to Create World-Class Agility, Reliability,

severity and length of the Equifax breach was

and Security in Technology Organizations.

a failure to protect one machine identity. An

October 6, 2016.

expired certificate blinded security tools for
months, transforming a manageable incursion
into a catastrophe.2
• O2 and Ericsson 2018: In December of 2018,

A Machine Identity Protection
Platform Approach

more than 30 million mobile customers of

As the category for machine identity protection has

the U.K. company O2 lost network access

matured, new platforms have evolved to provide

and services. Ultimately, this was due to yet

visibility, intelligence and automation into the use of

another expired TLS certificate.

machine identities across large enterprises.
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• Microsoft and Sennheiser 2018: In November
2018, Microsoft issued a security advisory
warning that two applications by Sennheiser
had accidentally installed root certificates
on users’ computers and then leaked the
private keys.4

The Venafi Platform fully automates key and certificate
provisioning as a central part of an organization’s
DevOps environment, going beyond initial provisioning
to support the full certificate and key life cycle. As
virtual systems and containers are commissioned
and decommissioned, certificates for them can be
provisioned, renewed, replaced and revoked, per

Improving Companywide Security with
DevOps Tools
DevOps tools and processes can also be used to
enhance security across the organization. One of the
promises of the DevOps revolution is to break down
silos between different teams—including design,
test, deployment and production—and to achieve a
continuous, end-to-end cycle of innovation and value
delivery. This use of DevOps also benefits InfoSec.
This approach of baking security in early has worked
well for secure system designs, secure coding practices
and vulnerability assessments. However, it must also
be expanded to embrace other aspects of information

InfoSec policy.
This offers a platform for DevOps teams that does
the following:
• Automates the procurement of machine identities—
via TLS certificates—for developers.
• Enforces policy and ensures all certificates are
compliant with security and audit policies.
• Ensures certificates are valid and up to date.
• Renews certificates—using preconfigured
templates—as needed to avoid outages.
• Provides an interface for DevOps that is certificate

security, including the automated use of digital

authority (CA) agnostic, which enables CA agility

certificates. To make this happen, new streamlined

and flexibility.

integrations must be adopted for DevOps engineers to
bake in certificate provisioning and management.

With these security capabilities, the next task is to
integrate them into DevOps tools and services at
different parts of the CI/CD pipeline.
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Enabling DevOps/InfoSec Integration

developers to include native key and certificate

To make this rich security functionality available

while fully complying with corporate security and

to DevOps teams, the Venafi Platform supports
an extensive DevOps ecosystem through native
integration with over one thousand applications
and common APIs. This includes major DevOps

operations directly within their Terraform plans
audit policies. Machine identities can be “injected”
into “upstream” APIs during the build process.
• Docker: Venafi provides a lightweight, prebuilt

platforms—such as Kubernetes, Chef and

containerized version of its VCert utility that makes

Terraform—and ensures that key and certificate policy

it easy for developers to request certificates for

enforcement, access control, workflow processes and

use within containers. The container can be pulled

audit logging are all part of the automated build and

easily from Docker Hub, and machine identities

deployment process.

can be “injected” or “volume-mounted” during

Here are some commonly used integrations:
• Kubernetes: The Venafi-Kubernetes integration is
based on the popular “cert-manager” utility from
JetStack. Running within its own container, the utility
can be used to automate the management of key
and certificate life cycle for Kubernetes workloads
and ingress and egress controllers.
• HashiCorp Vault: The Venafi PKI backend for
Vault implements a custom secrets engine for
HashiCorp’s popular secrets management tool. It
enables developers to use native Vault commands
for requesting certificates while fully complying with
corporate security and audit policies.
• HashiCorp Terraform: The Venafi custom provider
for Terraform implements a PKI-provider for

container startup.
• Chef: The Venafi-Chef integration consists of an
example “cookbook” that can easily be adapted by
Chef administrators, operators or developers. The
cookbook can be used with the Venafi REST API
to provision certificates from the Venafi Platform
directly to Chef nodes, ensuring they comply with
security policies.
Apart from these standard DevOps integrations,
Venafi also provides its VCert tool, a command line
utility that generates keys and simplifies certificate
acquisition by eliminating the need to write code that
interacts with the Venafi REST API. VCert is available
in 32- and 64-bit versions for Linux, Windows and
macOS and can be included within any DevOps tool,
shell scripts or batch files.

HashiCorp’s popular orchestration tool. It enables
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A Unified Policy for
Machine Identity Protection
When using the Venafi Platform, DevOps teams are
integrating into the same platform that provides
machine identity protection for the rest of the
enterprise. In this way, they leverage best practices and
experience from traditional PKI and production teams,
but at the speed and scale of their own processes.
This enables a shared set of enterprise policies for
governance and oversight of machine identities. Rather
than building their own policies for encryption and
certificate configuration and life cycle management,
DevOps teams can leverage core policies as is, while
still having the flexibility to build policy variations that
are specific to their practices and needs.
When the Venafi Platform is protecting machine
identities across CI/CD pipelines, both InfoSec and
DevOps achieve their goals. InfoSec teams have
the assurance and control needed to secure the
critical keys and certificates that protect machine
identities, and DevOps teams have the integrations
they need to bake security in and still be fast, flexible
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About Venafi
Venafi is the cybersecurity market leader in
machine identity protection, securing the
cryptographic keys and digital certificates
on which every business and government
depends to deliver safe machine-to-machine
communication. Organizations use Venafi
key and certificate security to protect
communications, commerce, critical systems
and data, and mobile and user access.
To learn more, visit www.venafi.com
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